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One of the founders of ostomy care products, 

Salts Healthcare is a family-owned company that 

has been in business since 1701. 

With unique and cutting-edge skin-friendly 

technology, they are the first ostomy care company 

to receive recognition by the British Skin Foundation 

for their research into hydrocolloids; and are also 

dermatologically accredited by the Skin Health 

Alliance. 

By bringing family values into everything they do, 

they’ve earned a reputation for producing innovative 

and user-friendly products that improve lives.

Westech Health Care Ltd shares Salts Healthcare’s 

values and is proud to distribute Salts Healthcare 

products in Canada.
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Protecting skin. It’s in our nature

Our research into skin-friendly hydrocolloids is one of the reasons 

we’ve achieved recognition from the Skin Health Alliance. The SHA 

is the ‘leading international skin health authority, working closely with 

dermatologists, researchers and skin scientists’ around the globe.

The SHA awards its dermatological accreditation mark to products and 

services where scientific and clinical research achieves, or surpasses, 

its stringent skin safety criteria.

This accreditation puts Salts products among some of the leading 

skin-friendly brands in the world, such as Olay, Bio-Oil,® Carex, 

Neutrogena® and Pampers.®
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Every one of our best selling products* 

featuring the Flexifit® wafer is infused with 

extracts of Aloe Vera, providing a natural 

way that may help to soothe and protect 

skin around the stoma.

Since the ancient Egyptians and Chinese first 

discovered this powerful plant thousands of 

years ago, it has become well known for its 

moisturising and healing properties.

The addition of Aloe Vera in our hydrocolloids 

is important as it acts as a humectant, 

which helps to moderate skin hydration. 

*Except Confidence® Comfort Flexifit® Neonatal and Paediatric wafers.

Naturally better for skin

Salts Healthcare was the first, and is still the 

only, ostomy manufacturer to receive 

recognition from the British Skin Foundation 

for our skin-friendly hydrocolloids. As one 

of the UK’s leading supporters of skin 

disease research, the BSF independently 

reviews companies to ensure their products 

are not detrimental to skin health. 

Its support puts us in the company of some 

of the world’s most respected skincare 

brands, including Bio-Oil,® Boots, Garnier 

and sk:n, who, like Salts, also use Aloe Vera 

in their products.

SHARING SKIN CREDENTIALS 
WITH THE WORLD’S BEST BRANDS

1 844.323.0022  |  www.westechhealth.com 1 844.323.0022  |  www.westechhealth.com
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Confidence® Natural Advance features our 

new superior adhesion hydrocolloid that 

sticks faster, stronger and longer, for 

improved security and less chance of leaks. 

The unique five-sided Flexifit® wafer is 

designed to give the perfect fit. Plus, the 

wafer is infused with extracts of Aloe Vera, 

which may help to soothe and protect your 

skin. In addition, the new two-colour release 

film features a bold blue cutting guide, 

which makes it easier if you choose to cut 

your own bags.

Features:

•  The superior adhesion hydrocolloid has 

been developed to stick faster, stronger 

and for longer.

•  Every Confidence® Natural Advance wafer is 

infused with extracts of Aloe Vera, providing 

a natural way that may help to soothe and 

protect the skin around your stoma. 

•  The unique five-sided Flexifit® wafer was 

developed to create the perfect fit, by 

bending and flexing with your body’s  

natural contours to help reduce leaks and 

improve comfort. 

•  The two-colour release film, with bold blue 

cutting guide, makes it easier to cut your 

own bags. 

•  A bold blue release tab makes it easier to 

locate and remove the release film.

•  Charcoal filter and internal film layer design 

help to minimise odour and pancaking by 

improving airflow. 

•  Soft beige cover with transparent overlap 

for easy viewing and positioning.

CONFIDENCE® 
NATURAL ADVANCE

LARGE CLOSED BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES
 Transparent Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–90mm • – NALT1390** NAL1390** 30

13mm • – NALT13* NAL13* 30

STANDARD CLOSED BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES
 Transparent Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13mm • – NAT13* NA13* 30

25mm – • – NA25 30

28mm – • – NA28 30

32mm – • – NA32 30

35mm – • – NA35 30

38mm – • – NA38 30

41mm – • – NA41 30

MINI CLOSED BAG

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODE
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13mm • – NAM13* 30

*Starter hole wafers can be cut up to 70mm wide and 55mm high. 
**Large wafers can be cut up to 90mm wide and 80mm high.

1 
PIECE
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CONFIDENCE® 
NATURAL SOFT CONVEX

LARGE CLOSED BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES 
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–25mm • – XNL1325 10 

13–38mm • – XNL1338 10 

13–52mm • – XNL1352 10 

STANDARD CLOSED BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES 
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–25mm • – XN1325 10 

13–38mm • – XN1338 10 

13–52mm • – XN1352 10 

21mm – • XN21 10

25mm – • XN25 10

28mm – • XN28 10

32mm – • XN32 10

35mm – • XN35 10

38mm – • XN38 10

41mm – • XN41 10

MINI CLOSED BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–25mm • – XNM1325 10 

13–38mm • – XNM1338 10 

Note: this product is specifically designed for colostomists with flush or retracted stomas, or where the stoma is 
situated in skin folds; and should only be used after prior assessment by an ET Nurse.

1 
PIECE

With our softest, stickiest and most flexible 

soft convex wafer, Confidence® Natural Soft 

Convex has a range of special features 

designed to help soft convex wearers enjoy 

a better fit, a better feel and better quality 

of life, including a unique five-sided Flexifit® 

wafer to give the perfect fit. Plus, the wafer 

is infused with extracts of Aloe Vera, which 

may help to soothe and protect your skin.

Features:

•  The wafer’s strong adhesive has been 

developed to stick fast and stay put for 

longer, improving security and helping 

reduce leaks. It features an incredibly soft 

convex insert, making Confidence® 

Natural Soft Convex incredibly flexible 

and comfortable. 

•  The unique five-sided Flexifit® wafer  

was developed to create the perfect fit,  

by bending and flexing with your body’s 

natural contours to help reduce leaks 

and improve comfort. 

•  Every Confidence® Natural wafer is infused 

with extracts of Aloe Vera, providing a 

natural way that may help to soothe and 

protect the skin around your stoma. 

•  Soft belt loops, for extra security and 

comfort.

•  Charcoal filter and internal film layer design 

help to minimise odour and pancaking by 

improving airflow. 

•  Soft beige cover with transparent overlap, 

for easy viewing and positioning.
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CONFIDENCE® 
CONVEX SUPERSOFT

For those who require it, Confidence® 

Convex Supersoft offers a slightly firmer 

level of convexity than our popular 

Confidence® Natural Soft Convex product.

LARGE CLOSED BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES 
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–25mm • – CCSSL1325 10 

13–38mm • – CCSSL1338 10 

13–52mm • – CCSSL1352 10 

STANDARD CLOSED BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES 
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–25mm • – CCSS1325 10 

13–38mm • – CCSS1338 10 

13–52mm • – CCSS1352 10 

21mm – • CCSS21 10

25mm – • CCSS25 10

28mm – • CCSS28 10

32mm – • CCSS32 10

35mm – • CCSS35 10

38mm – • CCSS38 10

41mm – • CCSS41 10

Note: this product is specifically designed for colostomists with flush or retracted stomas, or where the stoma is 
situated in skin folds; and should only be used after prior assessment by an ET Nurse.

1 
PIECE

Features:

•  Comfortable and flexible wafer with gentle 

convex insert. 

• Belt loops for extra security. 

• S oft beige cover with transparent overlap, 

for easy viewing and positioning. 
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HARMONY®  DUO 
WITH FLEXIFIT® AND ALOE

2 
PIECE

Harmony® Duo with Flexifit® and Aloe is  

a popular choice for those who enjoy  

the convenience of a two-piece system 

with the discretion of a one-piece.  

The stick-together range includes our 

unique Flexifit® wafer which is infused  

with extracts of Aloe Vera.

Wafer features:

•  The unique five-sided Flexifit® wafer was 

developed to create the perfect fit, by 

bending and flexing with your body’s  

natural contours to help reduce leaks and 

improve comfort. 

•  Every Harmony® Duo wafer is infused with 

extracts of Aloe Vera, providing a natural 

way that may help to soothe and protect 

the skin around your stoma. 

•  Easy-to-apply stick-together system with 

locator which matches up with a notch on 

the bag for accurate positioning.

•  Available with hydrocolloid surround option.

•   Flat wafer available with hydrocolloid 

surround for extra security.

•  Convex wafer available with comfortable 

and gentle convex insert and belt loops.

Bag features:

•  Notch on the bag matches up with the 

locator on the wafer, for an easy-to-apply, 

stick-together system.

•  Soft beige opaque cover. 

CONVEX 
WAFER
with Flexifit® and 

Aloe extracts

FLEXIBLE 
WAFER
with hydrocolloid 

surround, Flexifit® 

and Aloe extracts

STANDARD 
WAFER
with Flexifit® and 

Aloe extracts

LARGE CLOSED BAGS STANDARD CLOSED BAGS

SIZE ORDER CODES 
Opaque

PACK  
SIZE

SIZE ORDER CODES 
Opaque

PACK  
SIZE

13–32mm HDCL1332 30 13–32mm HDC1332 30 

13–50mm HDCL1350 30 13–50mm HDC1350 30 

13–70mm HDCL1370 30 13–70mm HDC1370 30

SMALL CLOSED BAGS

SIZE ORDER CODES Opaque PACK SIZE

13–32mm HDCM1332 30 

13–50mm HDCM1350 30 

13–70mm HDCM1370 30 

Note: this product is specifically designed for colostomists with flush or retracted stomas, or where the stoma is 
situated in skin folds; and should only be used after prior assessment by an ET Nurse.

STANDARD WAFERS – with Flexifit®

and Aloe extracts
FLEXIBLE WAFERS – with hydrocolloid 
surround, Flexifit® and Aloe extracts

SIZE ORDER CODES PACK SIZE SIZE ORDER CODES PACK SIZE

13–32mm FHD1332* 10 13–32mm FHDF1332* 10 

13–50mm FHD1350* 10 13–50mm FHDF1350* 10 

13–70mm FHD1370* 10 13–70mm FHDF1370* 10

CONVEX WAFERS – with Flexifit® and Aloe Vera extracts

SIZE ORDER 
CODES

TO FIT BAGS
1332  1350  1370

PACK 
SIZE

SIZE ORDER 
CODES

TO FIT BAGS
1332    1350    1370

PACK 
SIZE

13–25mm XFHD1325* 4 – – 5 21mm XFHD21† 4 – – 5

13–38mm XFHD1338* – 4 – 5 25mm XFHD25† 4 – – 5

13–52mm XFHD1352* – – 4 5 28mm XFHD28† 4 – – 5

*Starter hole. †Pre-cut to fit 13–32mm bags. ††Pre-cut 
to fit 13–50mm bags. It doesn’t matter if you need a 
small, standard or large bag, this matrix still applies.

32mm XFHD32†† – 4 – 5

35mm XFHD35†† – 4 – 5

38mm XFHD38†† – 4 – 5
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developed to create the perfect fit, by 

bending and flexing with your body’s  

natural contours to help reduce leaks and 

improve comfort. 

•  Every Harmony® Duo wafer is infused with 

extracts of Aloe Vera, providing a natural 

way that may help to soothe and protect 

the skin around your stoma. 

•  Easy-to-apply stick-together system with 

locator which matches up with a notch on 

the bag for accurate positioning.

•  Available with hydrocolloid surround option.

•   Flat wafer available with hydrocolloid 

surround for extra security.

•  Convex wafer available with comfortable 

and gentle convex insert and belt loops.

Bag features:

•  Notch on the bag matches up with the 

locator on the wafer, for an easy-to-apply, 

stick-together system.

•  Soft beige opaque cover. 

CONVEX 
WAFER
with Flexifit® and 

Aloe extracts

FLEXIBLE 
WAFER
with hydrocolloid 

surround, Flexifit® 

and Aloe extracts

STANDARD 
WAFER
with Flexifit® and 

Aloe extracts

LARGE CLOSED BAGS STANDARD CLOSED BAGS

SIZE ORDER CODES 
Opaque

PACK  
SIZE

SIZE ORDER CODES 
Opaque

PACK  
SIZE

13–32mm HDCL1332 30 13–32mm HDC1332 30 

13–50mm HDCL1350 30 13–50mm HDC1350 30 

13–70mm HDCL1370 30 13–70mm HDC1370 30

SMALL CLOSED BAGS

SIZE ORDER CODES Opaque PACK SIZE

13–32mm HDCM1332 30 

13–50mm HDCM1350 30 

13–70mm HDCM1370 30 

Note: this product is specifically designed for colostomists with flush or retracted stomas, or where the stoma is 
situated in skin folds; and should only be used after prior assessment by an ET Nurse.

STANDARD WAFERS – with Flexifit®

and Aloe extracts
FLEXIBLE WAFERS – with hydrocolloid 
surround, Flexifit® and Aloe extracts

SIZE ORDER CODES PACK SIZE SIZE ORDER CODES PACK SIZE

13–32mm FHD1332* 10 13–32mm FHDF1332* 10 

13–50mm FHD1350* 10 13–50mm FHDF1350* 10 

13–70mm FHD1370* 10 13–70mm FHDF1370* 10

CONVEX WAFERS – with Flexifit® and Aloe Vera extracts

SIZE ORDER 
CODES

TO FIT BAGS
1332  1350  1370

PACK 
SIZE

SIZE ORDER 
CODES

TO FIT BAGS
1332    1350    1370

PACK 
SIZE

13–25mm XFHD1325* 4 – – 5 21mm XFHD21† 4 – – 5

13–38mm XFHD1338* – 4 – 5 25mm XFHD25† 4 – – 5

13–52mm XFHD1352* – – 4 5 28mm XFHD28† 4 – – 5

*Starter hole. †Pre-cut to fit 13–32mm bags. ††Pre-cut 
to fit 13–50mm bags. It doesn’t matter if you need a 
small, standard or large bag, this matrix still applies.

32mm XFHD32†† – 4 – 5

35mm XFHD35†† – 4 – 5

38mm XFHD38†† – 4 – 5
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•  Available with hydrocolloid surround option.
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surround for extra security.

•  Convex wafer available with comfortable 

and gentle convex insert and belt loops.

Bag features:

•  Notch on the bag matches up with the 

locator on the wafer, for an easy-to-apply, 
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WAFER
with Flexifit® and 

Aloe extracts

FLEXIBLE 
WAFER
with hydrocolloid 

surround, Flexifit® 

and Aloe extracts
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with Flexifit® and 

Aloe extracts
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SIZE

SIZE ORDER CODES 
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and Aloe extracts
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CONVEX WAFERS – with Flexifit® and Aloe Vera extracts

SIZE ORDER 
CODES

TO FIT BAGS
1332  1350  1370

PACK 
SIZE

SIZE ORDER 
CODES

TO FIT BAGS
1332    1350    1370

PACK 
SIZE

13–25mm XFHD1325* 4 – – 5 21mm XFHD21† 4 – – 5

13–38mm XFHD1338* – 4 – 5 25mm XFHD25† 4 – – 5

13–52mm XFHD1352* – – 4 5 28mm XFHD28† 4 – – 5

*Starter hole. †Pre-cut to fit 13–32mm bags. ††Pre-cut 
to fit 13–50mm bags. It doesn’t matter if you need a 
small, standard or large bag, this matrix still applies.

32mm XFHD32†† – 4 – 5

35mm XFHD35†† – 4 – 5

38mm XFHD38†† – 4 – 5
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situated in skin folds; and should only be used after prior assessment by an ET Nurse.

STANDARD WAFERS – with Flexifit®

and Aloe extracts
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surround, Flexifit® and Aloe extracts
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13–50mm FHD1350* 10 13–50mm FHDF1350* 10 

13–70mm FHD1370* 10 13–70mm FHDF1370* 10

CONVEX WAFERS – with Flexifit® and Aloe Vera extracts

SIZE ORDER 
CODES

TO FIT BAGS
1332  1350  1370

PACK 
SIZE

SIZE ORDER 
CODES

TO FIT BAGS
1332    1350    1370

PACK 
SIZE

13–25mm XFHD1325* 4 – – 5 21mm XFHD21† 4 – – 5

13–38mm XFHD1338* – 4 – 5 25mm XFHD25† 4 – – 5

13–52mm XFHD1352* – – 4 5 28mm XFHD28† 4 – – 5

*Starter hole. †Pre-cut to fit 13–32mm bags. ††Pre-cut 
to fit 13–50mm bags. It doesn’t matter if you need a 
small, standard or large bag, this matrix still applies.

32mm XFHD32†† – 4 – 5

35mm XFHD35†† – 4 – 5

38mm XFHD38†† – 4 – 5
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Confidence® Natural Advance features our 

new superior adhesion hydrocolloid that 

sticks faster, stronger and longer, for 

improved security and less chance of leaks. 

The unique five-sided Flexifit® wafer is 

designed to give the perfect fit. Plus, the 

wafer is infused with extracts of Aloe Vera, 

which may help to soothe and protect your 

skin. In addition, the new two-colour release 

film features a bold blue cutting guide, 

which makes it easier if you choose to cut 

your own bags.

Features:

•  The superior adhesion hydrocolloid has 

been developed to stick faster, stronger 

and for longer.

•  Every Confidence® Natural Advance wafer is 

infused with extracts of Aloe Vera, providing 

a natural way that may help to soothe and 

protect the skin around your stoma. 

•  The unique five-sided Flexifit® wafer was 

developed to create the perfect fit, by 

bending and flexing with your body’s  

natural contours to help reduce leaks and 

improve comfort. 

•  The two-colour release film, with bold blue 

cutting guide, makes it easier to cut your 

own bags. 

•  A bold blue release tab makes it easier to 

locate and remove the release film.

•  The easy-to-use outlet features a discreet 

opaque film and drainage tab that helps to 

open and empty the bag. 

•  Discreet closure tucks up under the  

soft cover. 

•  Charcoal filter and internal film layer design 

help to minimise odour and ballooning by 

improving airflow. 

•  Soft beige cover with transparent overlap 

for easy viewing and positioning.

CONFIDENCE® 
NATURAL ADVANCE

LARGE DRAINABLE BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES
 Transparent Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–90mm • – NDALT1390** NDAL1390** 30

13mm • – NDALT13* NDAL13* 30

STANDARD DRAINABLE BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES
 Transparent Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13mm • – NDAT13* NDA13* 30

25mm – • – NDA25 30

28mm – • – NDA28 30

32mm – • – NDA32 30

35mm – • – NDA35 30

SMALL DRAINABLE BAG

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODE
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13mm • – NDAS13* 30

*Starter hole wafers can be cut up to 70mm wide and 55mm high. 
**Large wafers can be cut up to 90mm wide and 80mm high.

1 
PIECE
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Confidence® Natural Advance features our 

new superior adhesion hydrocolloid that 

sticks faster, stronger and longer, for 

improved security and less chance of leaks. 

The unique five-sided Flexifit® wafer is 

designed to give the perfect fit. Plus, the 

wafer is infused with extracts of Aloe Vera, 

which may help to soothe and protect your 

skin. In addition, the new two-colour release 

film features a bold blue cutting guide, 

which makes it easier if you choose to cut 

your own bags.

Features:

•  The superior adhesion hydrocolloid has 

been developed to stick faster, stronger 

and for longer.

•  Every Confidence® Natural Advance wafer is 

infused with extracts of Aloe Vera, providing 

a natural way that may help to soothe and 

protect the skin around your stoma. 

•  The unique five-sided Flexifit® wafer was 

developed to create the perfect fit, by 

bending and flexing with your body’s  

natural contours to help reduce leaks and 

improve comfort. 

•  The two-colour release film, with bold blue 

cutting guide, makes it easier to cut your 

own bags. 

•  A bold blue release tab makes it easier to 

locate and remove the release film.

•  The easy-to-use outlet features a discreet 

opaque film and drainage tab that helps to 

open and empty the bag. 

•  Discreet closure tucks up under the  

soft cover. 

•  Charcoal filter and internal film layer design 

help to minimise odour and ballooning by 

improving airflow. 

•  Soft beige cover with transparent overlap 

for easy viewing and positioning.

CONFIDENCE® 
NATURAL ADVANCE

LARGE DRAINABLE BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES
 Transparent Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–90mm • – NDALT1390** NDAL1390** 30

13mm • – NDALT13* NDAL13* 30

STANDARD DRAINABLE BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES
 Transparent Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13mm • – NDAT13* NDA13* 30

25mm – • – NDA25 30

28mm – • – NDA28 30

32mm – • – NDA32 30

35mm – • – NDA35 30

SMALL DRAINABLE BAG

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODE
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13mm • – NDAS13* 30

*Starter hole wafers can be cut up to 70mm wide and 55mm high. 
**Large wafers can be cut up to 90mm wide and 80mm high.

1 
PIECE
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CONFIDENCE® 
NATURAL SOFT CONVEX

LARGE DRAINABLE BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES 
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–25mm • – XNDL1325 10 

13–38mm • – XNDL1338 10 

13–52mm • – XNDL1352 10 

STANDARD DRAINABLE BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES 
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–25mm • – XND1325 10 

13–38mm • – XND1338 10 

13–52mm • – XND1352 10 

21mm – • XND21 10

25mm – • XND25 10

28mm – • XND28 10

32mm – • XND32 10

35mm – • XND35 10

38mm – • XND38 10

41mm – • XND41 10

SMALL DRAINABLE BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–25mm • – XNDS1325 10 

13–38mm • – XNDS1338 10 

Note: this product is specifically designed for colostomists with flush or retracted stomas, or where the stoma is 
situated in skin folds; and should only be used after prior assessment by an ET Nurse.

1 
PIECE

With our softest, stickiest and most flexible 

soft convex wafer, Confidence® Natural Soft 

Convex has a range of special features 

designed to help soft convex wearers enjoy 

a better fit, a better feel and better quality 

of life, including a unique five-sided Flexifit® 

wafer to give the perfect fit. Plus, the wafer 

is infused with extracts of Aloe Vera, which 

may help to soothe and protect your skin.

Features:

•    The wafer’s strong adhesive has been 

developed to stick fast and stay put for 

longer, improving security and helping 

reduce leaks. It features an incredibly soft 

convex insert, making Confidence® 

Natural Soft Convex incredibly flexible 

and comfortable. 

•  The unique five-sided Flexifit® wafer  

was developed to create the perfect fit,  

by bending and flexing with your body’s 

natural contours to help reduce leaks 

and improve comfort. 

•  Every Confidence® Natural wafer is infused 

with extracts of Aloe Vera, providing a 

natural way that may help to soothe and 

protect the skin around your stoma. 

•  Soft belt loops, for extra security and 

comfort.

•  The easy-to-use outlet features a discreet 

opaque film and drainage tab that helps you 

to open and empty the bag. 

•  Discreet closure tucks up under the  

soft cover. 

•  Charcoal filter and internal film layer design 

help to minimise odour and ballooning by 

improving airflow. 

•  Soft beige cover with transparent overlap, 

for easy viewing and positioning.
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CONFIDENCE® 
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SIZE
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41mm – • XND41 10

SMALL DRAINABLE BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–25mm • – XNDS1325 10 

13–38mm • – XNDS1338 10 

Note: this product is specifically designed for colostomists with flush or retracted stomas, or where the stoma is 
situated in skin folds; and should only be used after prior assessment by an ET Nurse.

1 
PIECE

With our softest, stickiest and most flexible 

soft convex wafer, Confidence® Natural Soft 

Convex has a range of special features 

designed to help soft convex wearers enjoy 

a better fit, a better feel and better quality 

of life, including a unique five-sided Flexifit® 

wafer to give the perfect fit. Plus, the wafer 

is infused with extracts of Aloe Vera, which 

may help to soothe and protect your skin.

Features:

•    The wafer’s strong adhesive has been 

developed to stick fast and stay put for 

longer, improving security and helping 

reduce leaks. It features an incredibly soft 

convex insert, making Confidence® 

Natural Soft Convex incredibly flexible 

and comfortable. 

•  The unique five-sided Flexifit® wafer  

was developed to create the perfect fit,  

by bending and flexing with your body’s 

natural contours to help reduce leaks 

and improve comfort. 

•  Every Confidence® Natural wafer is infused 

with extracts of Aloe Vera, providing a 

natural way that may help to soothe and 

protect the skin around your stoma. 

•  Soft belt loops, for extra security and 

comfort.

•  The easy-to-use outlet features a discreet 

opaque film and drainage tab that helps you 

to open and empty the bag. 

•  Discreet closure tucks up under the  

soft cover. 

•  Charcoal filter and internal film layer design 

help to minimise odour and ballooning by 

improving airflow. 

•  Soft beige cover with transparent overlap, 

for easy viewing and positioning.
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For those who require it, Confidence® 

Convex Supersoft offers a slightly firmer 

level of convexity than our popular 

Confidence® Natural Soft Convex product.

Features:

•  Comfortable and flexible wafer with  

gentle convex insert.

•  Belt loops for extra security.

•  The outlet rolls up to a secure closure  

with hook-and-loop wings.

•  Discreet closure tucks up under the soft 

cover and is securely held in place by 

hidden hook material, for extra comfort 

and security. 

•  Soft beige cover with transparent overlap, 

for easy viewing and positioning.

CONFIDENCE® 
CONVEX SUPERSOFT

1 
PIECE

LARGE DRAINABLE BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES 
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–25mm • – CDSSL1325 10 

13–38mm • – CDSSL1338 10 

13–52mm • – CDSSL1352 10 

STANDARD DRAINABLE BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES 
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–25mm • – CDSS1325 10 

13–38mm • – CDSS1338 10 

13–52mm • – CDSS1352 10 

21mm – • CDSS21 10

25mm – • CDSS25 10

28mm – • CDSS28 10

32mm – • CDSS32 10

35mm – • CDSS35 10

38mm – • CDSS38 10

41mm – • CDSS41 10

SMALL DRAINABLE BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–25mm • – CDSSS1325 10 

13–38mm • – CDSSS1338 10

13–52mm • – CDSSS1352 10 

Note: Confidence® Convex Supersoft should only be used after prior assessment by an ET Nurse.
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For those who require it, Confidence® 

Convex Supersoft offers a slightly firmer 

level of convexity than our popular 

Confidence® Natural Soft Convex product.

Features:

•  Comfortable and flexible wafer with  

gentle convex insert.

•  Belt loops for extra security.

•  The outlet rolls up to a secure closure  

with hook-and-loop wings.

•  Discreet closure tucks up under the soft 

cover and is securely held in place by 

hidden hook material, for extra comfort 

and security. 

•  Soft beige cover with transparent overlap, 

for easy viewing and positioning.

CONFIDENCE® 
CONVEX SUPERSOFT

1 
PIECE

LARGE DRAINABLE BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES 
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–25mm • – CDSSL1325 10 

13–38mm • – CDSSL1338 10 

13–52mm • – CDSSL1352 10 

STANDARD DRAINABLE BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES 
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–25mm • – CDSS1325 10 

13–38mm • – CDSS1338 10 

13–52mm • – CDSS1352 10 

21mm – • CDSS21 10

25mm – • CDSS25 10

28mm – • CDSS28 10

32mm – • CDSS32 10

35mm – • CDSS35 10

38mm – • CDSS38 10

41mm – • CDSS41 10

SMALL DRAINABLE BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–25mm • – CDSSS1325 10 

13–38mm • – CDSSS1338 10

13–52mm • – CDSSS1352 10 

Note: Confidence® Convex Supersoft should only be used after prior assessment by an ET Nurse.
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Two bags, each with a large oval wafer – 

perfect for large stomas or extra security. 

Wafers can be cut up to 110mm wide and 

70mm top-to-bottom.

Features:

•   Oval shaped wafer – perfect for loop stomas.

•   The outlet rolls up to secure closure with 

hook-and-loop wings.

•   Beige cover with transparent overlap for 

easy viewing and positioning.

CONFIDENCE® 
COMFORT NEONATAL/
PAEDIATRIC WITH FLEXIFIT®

CONFIDENCE® 
COMFORT

1 
PIECE

1 
PIECE

LARGE DRAINABLE BAG 

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODE 
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13mm • – DLTO13* 30 

STANDARD DRAINABLE BAG 

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODE 
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13mm • – DTO13* 30 

*Oval wafer bags can be cut up to 110mm wide and 70mm high

PAEDIATRIC DRAINABLE BAGS

SIZE   ORDER CODES  Trans/Overlap PACK SIZE

8–40mm Starter Hole CFP8 30 

NO HOLE CFPNH 30 

NEONATAL DRAINABLE BAGS

SIZE   ORDER CODES
               Transparent                        Trans/Overlap

PACK SIZE

8–40mm Starter Hole CFNT8 CFN8 30 

NO HOLE CFNTNH CFNNH 30 

Confidence® Comfort Neonatal/Paediatric 

with Flexifit® is the perfect choice for tiny 

babies, toddlers or older children. Available 

in Neonatal or Paediatric sizes, it features  

a unique 6-sided Flexifit® wafer designed 

to fit snugly to a child’s natural contours. 

It stays in place, helping to reduce leaks 

and irritation, even as they wriggle and 

move around. To help protect baby’s 

delicate young skin, there’s a skin-friendly 

hydrocolloid that is gentle on little bodies.

Features:

•   Available in Neonatal or Paediatric sizes.

•  The unique six-sided Flexifit® wafer  

bends and flexes with the child or baby’s 

movements, and the oval shape allows 

drainage to the side if the child is lying down.

•   ‘No hole’ options available to cut your 

own shaped hole into the wafer for 

flexible positioning.

•  Soft and easy-to-clean outlet rolls up to 

secure closure with hook-and-loop wings.

•   Soft beige transparent overlap for easy 

viewing and positioning or transparent 

options available.
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Two bags, each with a large oval wafer – 

perfect for large stomas or extra security. 

Wafers can be cut up to 110mm wide and 

70mm top-to-bottom.

Features:

•   Oval shaped wafer – perfect for loop stomas.

•   The outlet rolls up to secure closure with 

hook-and-loop wings.

•   Beige cover with transparent overlap for 
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CONFIDENCE® 
COMFORT NEONATAL/
PAEDIATRIC WITH FLEXIFIT®

CONFIDENCE® 
COMFORT

1 
PIECE

1 
PIECE

LARGE DRAINABLE BAG 

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODE 
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13mm • – DLTO13* 30 

STANDARD DRAINABLE BAG 

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODE 
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13mm • – DTO13* 30 

*Oval wafer bags can be cut up to 110mm wide and 70mm high
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SIZE   ORDER CODES  Trans/Overlap PACK SIZE
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NO HOLE CFPNH 30 
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SIZE   ORDER CODES
               Transparent                        Trans/Overlap

PACK SIZE
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NO HOLE CFNTNH CFNNH 30 
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HARMONY®  DUO 
WITH FLEXIFIT® AND ALOE

2 
PIECE

Harmony® Duo with Flexifit® and Aloe is  

a popular choice for those who enjoy  

the convenience of a two-piece system 

with the discretion of a one-piece.  

The stick-together range includes our 

unique Flexifit® wafer which is infused  

with extracts of Aloe Vera.

CONVEX 
WAFER
with Flexifit® and 

Aloe extracts

FLEXIBLE 
WAFER
with hydrocolloid 

surround, Flexifit® 

and Aloe extracts

STANDARD 
WAFER
with Flexifit® and 

Aloe extracts

Wafer features:

•  The unique five-sided Flexifit® wafer was 

developed to create the perfect fit, by 

bending and flexing with your body’s  

natural contours to help reduce leaks and 

improve comfort. 

•  Every Harmony® Duo wafer is infused with 

extracts of Aloe Vera, providing a natural 

way that may help to soothe and protect 

the skin around your stoma. 

•  Easy-to-apply stick-together system with 

locator which matches up with a notch on 

the bag for accurate positioning.

•  Available with hydrocolloid surround option.

•   Flat wafer available with hydrocolloid 

surround for extra security.

•  Convex wafer available with comfortable 

and gentle convex insert and belt loops.

Bag features:

•  Notch on the bag matches up with the 

locator on the wafer, for an easy-to-apply, 

stick-together system.

•  The outlet rolls up to secure closure with 

hook-and loop wings.

•  Discreet closure tucks up under the soft 

cover and is securely held in place by hidden 

hook material, for extra comfort and security. 

•  Soft beige opaque cover with transparent 

overlap for easy viewing and positioning. 

STANDARD DRAINABLE BAGS SMALL DRAINABLE BAGS

SIZE ORDER CODES 
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

SIZE ORDER CODES 
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–32mm HDD1332 30 13–32mm HDDS1332 30 

13–50mm HDD1350 30 13–50mm HDDS1350 30 

13–70mm HDD1370 30 13–70mm HDDS1370 30

Note: this product is specifically designed for colostomists with flush or retracted stomas, or where the stoma is 
situated in skin folds; and should only be used after prior assessment by an ET Nurse.

LARGE DRAINABLE BAGS

SIZE ORDER CODES 
 Transparent Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–32mm – HDDL1332 30 

13–50mm HDDLT1350 HDDL1350 30 

13–70mm HDDLT1370 HDDL1370 30 

STANDARD WAFERS – with Flexifit®

and Aloe extracts
FLEXIBLE WAFERS – with hydrocolloid 
surround, Flexifit® and Aloe extracts

SIZE ORDER CODES PACK SIZE SIZE ORDER CODES PACK SIZE

13–32mm FHD1332* 10 13–32mm FHDF1332* 10 

13–50mm FHD1350* 10 13–50mm FHDF1350* 10 

13–70mm FHD1370* 10 13–70mm FHDF1370* 10

CONVEX WAFERS – with Flexifit® and Aloe extracts

SIZE ORDER 
CODES

TO FIT BAGS
1332  1350  1370

PACK 
SIZE

SIZE ORDER 
CODES

TO FIT BAGS
1332    1350    1370

PACK 
SIZE

13–25mm XFHD1325* 4 – – 5 21mm XFHD21† 4 – – 5

13–38mm XFHD1338* – 4 – 5 25mm XFHD25† 4 – – 5

13–52mm XFHD1352* – – 4 5 28mm XFHD28† 4 – – 5

*Starter hole. †Pre-cut to fit 13–32mm bags. ††Pre-cut 
to fit 13–50mm bags. It doesn’t matter if you need a 
small, standard or large bag, this matrix still applies.

32mm XFHD32†† – 4 – 5

35mm XFHD35†† – 4 – 5

38mm XFHD38†† – 4 – 5
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Features:

•  The superior adhesion hydrocolloid is a 

urostomy-specific formulation that has 

been developed to stick faster, stronger 

and for longer by resisting large amounts 

of fluid and improving wear-time.

•  Every Confidence® Natural Advance wafer is 

infused with extracts of Aloe Vera, providing 

a natural way that may help to soothe and 

protect the skin around your stoma. 

•  The unique five-sided Flexifit® wafer was 

developed to create the perfect fit, by 

bending and flexing with your body’s  

natural contours to help reduce leaks and 

improve comfort. 

•  The two-colour release film, with bold blue 

cutting guide, makes it easier to cut your 

own bags. 

•  A bold blue release tab makes it easier to 

locate and remove the release film.

•  The hard tap with easy to use ‘on/off’ 

opening is ideal if you have poor dexterity. 

•  Soft beige cover with transparent overlap 

for easy viewing and positioning.

CONFIDENCE® 
NATURAL ADVANCE

STANDARD UROSTOMY BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13mm • – NUA13* 10

25mm – • NUA25 10

28mm – • NUA28 10

32mm – • NUA32 10

35mm – • NUA35 10

SMALL UROSTOMY BAG

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODE
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13mm • – NUAS13* 10

*Starter hole wafers can be cut up to 70mm wide and 55mm high. 

Confidence® Natural Advance features our 

new superior adhesion hydrocolloid that 

sticks faster, stronger and longer, for 

improved security and less chance of leaks. 

The unique five-sided Flexifit® wafer is 

designed to give the perfect fit. Plus, the 

wafer is infused with extracts of Aloe Vera, 

which may help to soothe and protect your 

skin. In addition, the new two-colour release 

film features a bold blue cutting guide, 

which makes it easier if you choose to cut 

your own bags.

1 
PIECE
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PIECE
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CONFIDENCE® 
CONVEX SUPERSOFT

For those who require it, Confidence® 

Convex Supersoft offers a slightly firmer 

level of convexity than our popular 

Confidence® Natural Soft Convex product.

STANDARD UROSTOMY BAGS

SIZE STARTER
HOLE

PRE-CUT ORDER CODES 
Trans/Overlap

PACK  
SIZE

13–25mm • – CUSS1325 10 

13–38mm • – CUSS1338 10 

13–52mm • – CUSS1352 10 

21mm – • CUSS21 10

25mm – • CUSS25 10

28mm – • CUSS28 10

32mm – • CUSS32 10

35mm – • CUSS35 10

38mm – • CUSS38 10

Note: this product is specifically designed for colostomists with flush or retracted stomas, or where the stoma is 
situated in skin folds; and should only be used after prior assessment by an ET Nurse.

1 
PIECE

Salts Night Drainage Bag

Salts Night Drainage Bag has a large 

2,000ml capacity and a 1,200mm tube  

to give you greater movement, for a 

comfortable night’s rest. And, with a 

unique swivel action and quick snap-on 

connection, Salts Night Drainage Bag  

is even easier for you to use.

SALTS NIGHT DRAINAGE BAG 

SIZE ORDER CODE PACK SIZE DESCRIPTION ORDER CODE PACK SIZE

2,000ml ZL0400 10 Adaptor NDA6 6
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CONFIDENCE® WOUND AND  
FISTULA POUCH with FLEXIFIT®  
(non-sterile)

1 
PIECE

CONFIDENCE® WOUND AND FISTULA POUCH with FLEXIFIT® (non-sterile)

SIZE
ORDER 
CODES

PACK  
SIZE

SMALL – Horizontal wounds up to 60mm wide and 40mm high CWM01 10

SMALL – Vertical wounds up to 40mm wide and 60mm high CWM02 10

MEDIUM – Vertical wounds up to 53mm wide and 150mm high CWM03 10

A unique wound management product 

with many innovative features. Our small 

bag is available with horizontal or vertical 

wafers, depending on the wound or  

fistula position. Our medium bag has a 

long, narrow-shaped wafer to fit perfectly 

between other pouches or dressings – 

ideal for open (non-sterile) mid-line 

incisional wounds. All products benefit 

from our unique Flexifit® wafer, which 

helps to achieve the perfect fit. 

Features:

•  This 1-piece drainable product, available in 

three different sizes, is suitable for a variety 

of fistulas and wounds. 

•  The unique Flexifit® wafer is only 1mm thick. 

Its six slits create flexible compression 

zones for a closer fit, which is ideal for 

challenging, uneven surfaces. 

•  The woundcare adhesive has been 

specifically formulated to resist breakdown. 

•  Our bags can cater for low to medium 

exudate and come with odour-resistant 

films. 

•  We only use skin-friendly hydrocolloids, 

research into which is recognised by 

the British Skin Foundation, and 

dermatologically accredited by the Skin 

Health Alliance. 

•  The non-return valve and wide-bore spout 

outlet allows even thick exudate to drain. 

•  Continuous drainage can be attached 

internally or externally to the outlet spout. 
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SALTS MOULDABLE 
SEALS WITH ALOE

SALTS 
MOULDABLE SEALS

SALTS MOULDABLE SEALS

SIZE DIAMETER THICKNESS ORDER CODES PACK SIZE

Thin 50mm 3mm SMST 30

Thin 50mm 3mm SMST10 10

Standard 50mm 4.2mm SMSS 30

Standard 50mm 4.2mm SMSS10 10

Large 100mm 3mm SMSL 10

Salts Mouldable Seals are extremely mouldable 

rings that help to prevent leaks by moulding 

to the exact shape and size of your stoma. 

They follow the contours of the abdomen to 

help create a customised, comfortable and 

leak-resistant seal. The skin-friendly 

formulation helps to protect the skin from 

redness and irritation. By helping to extend 

wear-time, Salts Mouldable Seals are ideal for 

people living with an ileostomy or urostomy.

SALTS MOULDABLE SEALS WITH ALOE

DIAMETER THICKNESS ORDER CODES PACK SIZE

15mm – 40mm 3mm SMSAT15 30

35mm – 70mm 3mm SMSAT35 30

15mm – 40mm 4.2mm SMSAS15 30

35mm – 70mm 4.2mm SMSAS35 30

15mm – 100mm 3mm SMSAL 10

Salts Mouldable Seals with Aloe are extremely 

mouldable seals. They help to prevent leaks 

that cause sore skin by moulding to the exact 

shape and size of your stoma. Following the 

contours of the abdomen to help create a 

customised, comfortable, leak-resistant seal, 

Salts Mouldable Seals with Aloe are infused 

with extracts of Aloe Vera to create a skin-

friendly seal that may help protect the skin 

from redness and irritation. 
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SALTS 
STOMA COLLAR

SALTS STOMA COLLAR 

STOMA SIZE ORDER CODES PACK SIZE

17mm – 20mm DC20 30

21mm – 23mm DC23 30

24mm – 26mm DC26 30

27mm – 29mm DC29 30

30mm – 32mm DC32 30

33mm – 35mm DC35 30

36mm – 38mm DC38 30

39mm – 41mm DC41 30

This innovative stoma collar provides a  

leak-proof barrier around the base of the 

stoma. The protective collar can help to  

give your stoma direction and more shape, 

resulting in a better spout that points directly 

into the bag, helping to prevent output from 

coming into contact with the skin. Ideal  

for all round-shaped stoma types, the thin  

and flexible collar is made of an extremely 

soft material that twists and turns with the 

movement of your body.

1.8mm

||

SALTS
ALOE RINGS

SALTS ALOE RINGS

INTERNAL DIAMETER ORDER CODES PACK SIZE

25mm SAR25 30

32mm SAR32 30

38mm SAR38 30

45mm SAR45 30

Salts Aloe Rings are skin-friendly, thin 

and flexible hydrocolloid rings. They 

can be stretched to accommodate 

moderately oval stomas and retain their 

shape for a secure, comfortable fit. 

Infused with extracts of Aloe Vera,  

Salts Aloe Rings may help to soothe, 

moisturise and protect peristomal skin.

NEW
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INTERNAL DIAMETER ORDER CODES PACK SIZE

25mm SAR25 30

32mm SAR32 30

38mm SAR38 30

45mm SAR45 30

Salts Aloe Rings are skin-friendly, thin 

and flexible hydrocolloid rings. They 

can be stretched to accommodate 

moderately oval stomas and retain their 

shape for a secure, comfortable fit. 

Infused with extracts of Aloe Vera,  

Salts Aloe Rings may help to soothe, 

moisturise and protect peristomal skin.

NEW
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Salts Adhesive Remover effectively 

removes residue and refreshes, helping 

to leave skin clean and adhesive-free. 

Containing a non-sting formula with  

a natural peppermint fragrance, Salts 

Adhesive Remover helps to mask odour, 

leaving you feeling fresh after every 

change. Available in a spray or wipe.

SALTS
ADHESIVE REMOVER

SALTS ADHESIVE REMOVER

DESCRIPTION ORDER CODE QUANTITY

50ml WAPX 1

Wipes WA1 30 sachets

SALTS FLANGE EXTENDER WITH ALOE VERA

SIZE ORDER CODE PACK SIZE

One size fits all SPHA2 30

SALTS FLANGE EXTENDER

SIZE ORDER CODE PACK SIZE

One size fits all SPH1 30

SALTS 
FLANGE EXTENDER

When experiencing difficulties with  

the adhesion of your bag, Salts Flange 

Extender with Aloe can provide a  

simple and effective solution. These  

thin, skin-friendly hydrocolloid strips  

are easy to apply and help secure the  

edges of your wafer, giving you added 

security wherever you need it. And,  

with added extracts of Aloe Vera, Salts 

Flange Extender with Aloe may help  

to protect the delicate skin around  

your stoma. Also available in a non-

Aloe Vera option.
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SALTS NO-STING  
STOMA PASTE

 
SALTS STOMA PASTE

Salts No-Sting Stoma Paste helps to provide an ideal 

surface for your bag to adhere to, by filling any dips 

or creases to help prevent leaks. And, as it’s alcohol-

free, Salts skin-friendly No-Sting Stoma Paste has 

none of the stinging associated with traditional pastes. 

SALTS NO-STING STOMA PASTE

SIZE ORDER CODE QUANTITY

60g NSP1 1

SALTS STOMA PASTE

SIZE ORDER CODE QUANTITY

60g SP60 1

F R E E

A
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Stoma Paste has been specifically designed to be used 

as an effective filler where there is scar tissue or gaps 

around the stoma. Stoma Paste is easy to use and, 

once applied, can be spread into position, providing 

an ideal surface for appliances to adhere to.

SALTS 
BARRIER FILM

Leakage and trauma caused by the constant 

changing of a bag can lead to sore skin. Salts 

Barrier Film is specifically designed to leave a 

gentle, protective film on the skin immediately 

around the stoma. It can help to protect the 

skin against leakages, prevent sore skin due to 

frequent bag changes, and perspiration 

penetrating the adhesive. Apply to clean skin 

and allow to dry before bag application. 

Available in a wipe or foam applicator.

SALTS BARRIER FILM

DESCRIPTION ORDER CODES PACK SIZE

Wipes PPS1 30 sachets

Foam Applicator PPS2 5
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SALTS
PROTECTIVE WAFERS

An allergic or undesirable reaction to an 

adhesive used on a particular appliance may  

be the cause of sore skin. 

Indeed, the adhesive itself may not even be 

strong enough to fully secure the appliance.

• Non-irritating and suitable for sensitive skin.

•  Thinner than other leading brands, for 

maximum discretion.

• Easy to cut and simple to apply.

•  Promotes healing when used on broken skin.

•  Flexible and soft, for added comfort.

Protective Wafers are specifically designed  

to help prevent soreness and increase 

adhesion. Salts’ hydrocolloid wafers provide 

an ideal environment to promote healing of 

sore or broken skin – and then help prevent 

the condition from reoccurring.

SALTS PROTECTIVE WAFERS

SIZE ORDER CODES QUANTITY

10cm x 10cm PW1010 10

15cm x 15cm PW1515 5

SALTS ODOUR ELIMINATING SPRAY

SIZE ORDER CODE QUANTITY

50ml FA1 1

SALTS 
ODOUR ELIMINATING SPRAY

Unlike many other air fresheners and 

deodorisers, Salts Odour Eliminating Spray 

doesn’t just mask unpleasant smells with 

perfume, but attacks and destroys the odour 

molecules completely, so the odour can’t 

come back.

•  Eliminates odour – it really does work!

•  Odours are eliminated at a molecular level.

•  Not just another masking or neutralising spray.

•  Non-toxic, non-hazardous and  

non- flammable.

•  Environmentally friendly.

•  Non-allergenic.

Salts Odour Eliminating Spray is effective  

and easy to use. During pouch changes, Salts 

Odour Eliminating Spray is simply sprayed 

once or twice into the air around the pouch.

•  Lightweight and a handy size.

•  Can be used safely in confined spaces.

•  Will not harm skin surfaces or fabrics.

•  A hint of peppermint.
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SALTS 
ADJUSTABLE OSTOMY BELT

To complement our range of additional 

products, we offer a Salts Adjustable Ostomy 

Belt. Compatible with the majority of two-piece 

and convex bags, Salts Adjustable Ostomy Belt 

provides added security for your peace of mind.

SALTS ADJUSTABLE OSTOMY BELT

SIZE ORDER CODES QUANTITY

100cm AB01 1

120cm AB02 1

SALTS  
NO-ROMA

Unpleasant odour escaping from an appliance 

can be very embarrassing. No-Roma, the easy- 

to-use pouch deodorant, is specifically designed 

to prevent this situation from occurring.

• Kills the odour-producing bacteria.

•  Available in two sizes – pocket size is ideal  

to carry around.

• Completely odourless.

• Lasting results.

Unlike other products, No-Roma works by 

actually killing the bacteria that produce the 

odour, rather than just simply masking it with 

perfume. It is also very simple to use. When 

changing an appliance, a drop of No-Roma is 

placed inside the bag (not on the stoma itself) 

to prevent the build-up of odour.

No-Roma can be used with any appliance, and  

is available in a small bottle, making it ideal to 

discreetly carry around.

SALTS NO-ROMA

SIZE ORDER CODES QUANTITY

28ml 833021 1

227ml 833056 1
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NOTES SALTS 
SKIN LOTION

Skin irritation and soreness can be uncomfortable and 

distressing. Salts Skin Lotion doesn’t contain alcohol, 

so it can be used on sore skin without stinging. Quick 

and easy-to-use, simply apply it to a dry wipe and dab 

onto the affected area. It isn’t greasy and helps the bag 

to adhere better to the skin when fully dry. Suitable for 

use around any stoma type, under any type of appliance. 

SALTS SKIN LOTION

DESCRIPTION SIZE ORDER CODE QUANTITY

Lotion 28ml 833006SAMP 1
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® Registered trade marks of Salts Healthcare Ltd. © Salts Healthcare Ltd 2021. 
Products and trade marks of Salts Healthcare Ltd are protected by UK and 
foreign patents, registered designs and trade marks. For further details, please 
visit www.salts.co.uk

Contact us for free samples and details of the complete 

range of ostomy products available from Salts:

Westech Health Care Ltd.

  Toll free 1 844.323.0022 

 
info@westechhealth.com

 www.westechhealth.com 

 
@SaltsHealthcare      

  
SaltsHealthcare

 
SaltsHealthcare

  To hear stories about living with a stoma, listen 

and subscribe to our podcast ‘Me, my bag and I’, 

which is available free on iTunes and Spotify.

STOMA CARE 
PRODUCTS AND 
SOLUTIONS
A complete guide to our 

comprehensive range 

of colostomy, ileostomy, 

urostomy and accessory 

products
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